BE THE CHANGE

colour your environment

JULIAN VOGEL / MURAL ARTS PORTFOLIO
JULIAN VOGEL

born in 1980, is an artist, designer and illustrator. His educational path took him from an apprenticeship as a carpenter via renowned New York art schools to a diploma in Communication Design.

Julian’s background is graffiti and street-art. An active part of the scene from the age of 16, he soon got commissioned for his work, was able to refine his technique and develop his own distinctive Mural-art style.

In 2008 Julian established the creative agency ‘LINEO’ for the realization of exceptional art and design projects.

His mission is to make murals as big as possible in order to color the human environment. His art tells stories, opens dimensions and plays with realistic and surrealistic elements to make our living space more positive.

During one of his numerous travels abroad Julian was inspired to create a global concept combined with Mural-Art. The ‘World Peace Walls’. There are now about 30 Peacewalls worldwide.

He is also curating and organizing Street-Art Events to open a platform for Mural Artists. As a side effect urban districts undergo a visual appreciation and become cultural hotspots.

See Julian at Work – click here
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Indoor Artwork

Sports Portrait
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animated Projection on Castle for ‘blue Night’ in Nuernberg
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Anamorphic Conceptual Street-art Installation
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